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Introduction to self-citations

• Excessive self-citation as a problem
– More and more researchers, papers and pressure

– Scientific impact of papers as the most important factor

• Quantitative measures like h-index (Hirsch, 2005) for
individuals
– Oversimplified, „false precision“, one metric fits all

– Often principles of good bibliometrics are ignored

– Unintended effects: Gaming and abuse

• Momentum for: Self-citation data should become 
more transparent, explainable, and accountable (Flatt 
et al., 2017; Ioannidis et al., 2019)
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What are self-citations?

• A self-citation is any 
instance where a given 
author cites their own
articles

• When used appropriately, 
self-cites are equally 
important as cites from the 
surrounding community

– Show how scholars build on 
their own work
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Articles from one author: 
idealised example
Articles from one author: 
idealised example

Labbé (2010)



Related work

• Labbé (2010): Gaming of the h-index in Google Scholar. One
invented researcher „Ike Antkare“ + 100 faked papers

• King et al. (2016): „Men cited their own papers 56 percent 
more than did women”

• Seeber et al. (2019): Strategic increase of self-citation (esp. 
Social science researchers) in the Italian Higher Education 
system

• Ioannidis et al. (2019): publicly available database of 100,000 
top scientists in Scopus. “250 scientists have amassed more 
than 50% of their citations from themselves or their co-
authors”

• Flatt et al. (2017): Introduction of a simple metric (s-index) to
present the self-citation bahavior of a researcher in a 
transparent way
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The self-citation index

• Calculated similar to the h-index
“A scientist has a self-citation index s equal to the total 
number of s papers that he or she has published that 
have at least the same amount of s self-citations.” 
(Flatt et al., 2017)

• Goal: elevate awareness and subsequently direct more 
careful attention

• s-index brings context: Providing a simple quantitative 
measure of how much a given author has resorted to 
self-citation

• Each disciplinary community will adjust to an 
acceptable use of self-citations
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H-index – S-index
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“Schematic curve of number of 
citations versus paper number, 
with papers numbered in order 
of decreasing citations”

Number of self-citations versus 
paper number, with papers 
numbered in order of decreasing 
self-citations

Hirsch, 2005

s-indexs-index



Self-citation Study

• 3-months BMBF 
project

• Self-referencing 
behavior among 
various academic 
disciplines and 
thousands of authors

• Author-level tracking: 
We consider here just 
author self-citations
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Goal of the study

• Demonstrate an easy way to track self-cites 
without distorting other metrics, namely the 
h-index
– not meant to criminalize self-referencing

– we do not intend to suggest a certain threshold of 
acceptable behavior

• Provide a tool to clarify how researchers build 
on their own ideas; tool to find excessive 
behaviour
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Database: Web of Science

• Web of Science (WoS) database (2016) by Clarivate Analytics

• 50,040,717 records (journal articles) for a period of publishing 
from 1965 to 2016
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Approach

• Only authors with a unique identifier 
– ORCID or ResearcherID

• Curated version of WoS with all author-self-citations 
detected

• Authors were categorized into major 15 subject areas 
(WoS subject categorization scheme) e.g., Physics, 
Chemistry, Biology, …

• We analyzed categories if they contained at least 1000 
unique authors

• Citation queries were run using the Oracle SQL language

• We have computed s-index scores for all authors
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Two examples

• Examples of two author profiles where citations have been clarified to 
separate self-(blue) and nonself-citations (red)

• Papers are sorted from oldest to most recent. Gender (manually verified), 
category, s-index, and h-index (excluding self-citations)
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Results: Overview

• …
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• 98% (377,533) of authors achieve an s-index of 5 or less
• 1.9% (7561) achieve a score between 6 and 10, 
• Only 0.1% (522) exceed 10
• 213,248 authors have no self-citation at all



Results: top scorer identification

• …
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• Highest scores are highlighted in blue (Chem: 27, Comp Sci: 11)
• High scorers: the research categories most represented were 

Chemistry (236), Science and Technology (97), Physics (73), and Biology (55)



Results 3High scorer per 
discipline

• All male

• beyond the 
“early” phase of 
their careers

• Productive in 
terms of paper 
output and 
citations
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Results: self/total citation and s-index

• …The ratio of self/total citation as a function 
of increasing s-index
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Attention: when an author has a high ratio of self/total citations along with a high s-index

The ratio of self/total citation as a function of increasing s-index



Limitations

• The study bases on authors with identifiers
(ORCID & ResearcherID) only
– 9 million ORCIDs published, but still not standard
– Often author identifiers are not assigned to papers

• Just journal literature in the highly-selective WoS
database, 
– no proceedings
– no other publications
– not all disciplines (e.g. computer science) are fully

coverered

• Closed dataset
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Concluding the study

• Excessive self-citation cannot be eliminated, but showing 
citation buildup for everyone will help to illuminate
(bibliometric footprint)
– We have shown here how to account for self-citation without 

introducing distortions

• Single global measures like e.g., total citation counts, h-
index or s-index are not enough

• Current obstacle is that self-citation information is 
currently not freely accessible, making large-scale 
studies problematic
– Initiative for Open Citations (I4OC)

• Good news: Excessive self-citation is done just by very 
few, at least in more controlled settings, like WoS
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Future work

“Future efforts centered on clarifying citations will 
better inform policymakers, funding agencies, 
hiring/promotion/award committees, and the general 
public about the value of published research.”
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Example in Semantic ScholarExample in Semantic Scholar



Why is this interesting?

• Relevant technical problems:  
– Author name disambiguation: develop scalable approaches to

disambiguate author names
– Identify citation farms (e.g. like Ioannidis et al., 2019)
– Improve field delineation to facilitate reporting beyond whole fields e.g. 

Physics or Computer Science
– Include full text of the papers (e.g. like Semantic Scholar)

• More elaborate and combined measures are needed, include
– Field-normalized data (see e.g. Leiden Manifesto)
– Temporal aspects (e.g. to reduce gaming)

• Produce and work on Open Datasets
– Open Citations/Crossref
– Microsoft Academic
– Arxiv, PubMedCentral
– …
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Thank you for your attention!

Contact:

https://philippmayr.github.io/
philipp.mayr@gesis.org
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